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Shannon Miller:
One of our big goals in our practice is to make sure they have a good death process, which I know
sounds crazy, but a good death in our office is a death that's based on the client's wishes. I love having
formed a relationship with someone and been able to help them through a difficult time.
Courtney Brown:
Not just help the clients, but their families. With elder law, you're protecting people's lives.
Korene Clemmings:
Most of our clients, they've not done this type of documentation before, and I love being able to explain
and help them.
Shannon Miller:
These are hard issues, but we are experienced in elder law. With that level of expertise, we know how to
help people with the least amount of difficulty.
Speaker 4:
I was concerned in having the right step forward for the rest of my life. I wanted to know that somebody
understood my needs. The nice thing about Miller Elder Law is they focus on caring for their clients.
Janel Worley:
Truly, the wisdom and the stories you hear, it's a difficult part of life. Being able to relate to what they're
going through, you do become a part of their family.
Speaker 6:
She and the team really are family, because she was there at such an impactful time in our life.
Shannon Miller:
A lot of times, it may involve a death event, or it may involve an event where someone's becoming
incapacitated. Whether it's a litigation matter, or it's an issue dealing with long-term care planning, an
issue dealing with an incapacity of a loved one, or if it's just a matter of making an estate plan.
Genna Fasullo LaPeer:
It can get difficult to deal with, so we want this positive atmosphere we do have here at the Miller Elder
Law Firm. It really makes this whole process that much easier. We're making sure our elders are
protected, that they are cared for, and they truly have this next stage of their life planned for so
everybody has peace of mind. Shannon's, in fact, board-certified in elder law. When someone's boardcertified, it really, truly means they have honed their skills and their practice and their experience
specifically in this area. Shannon has played an integral role in actually crafting, drafting, and making this
legislation become a reality in Florida, so we have an extensive amount of experience, not only with the
law itself, but also how it applies.
Speaker 6:
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They're just the right person for the job. Having someone like Shannon and her team who are there to
hold your hand and are so compassionate through the process.
Shannon Miller:
When we get a client who trusts us, and they come back to us again and again, that is really a gift.
Genna Fasullo LaPeer:
My favorite part of working here is really the people that come here as our clients.
Janel Worley:
It's an honor to be able to help.
Korene Clemmings:
They're always just so kind. They're so appreciative.
Genna Fasullo LaPeer:
That makes what we do here worth it.
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